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OUTLINE
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The purposes and objectives of this testimony are to re- |

spond to UCS Contention 12, which asserts that safety related ;

equipment at TMI-2 failed to perform its safety functions due

to the environment created inside the containment by the acci-

dent and that the accident environment exceeded the expected

design basis event (DBE) environment; to respond to UCS Con-

tention 14, which asserts that the TMI-2 accident demonstrated

that systems and components presently classified as non-safety

related can have an adverse effect on the integrity of the
core; and to respond to UCS Contention 3, which asserts that |

the pressurizer heaters and associated controls should be clas-

sified as important to safety and meet applicable safety-grade
design criteria. The testimony shows that instrument failures

related to the TMI-2 accident posed no threat to the health and

safety of the public and that the accident environment did not

exceed the DBE environment except for flooding.

Efforts taken and ongoing to assure the proper quali-

fication and performance of TMI-l electrical equipment are
described. The general design approach with regard to differ-

entiating between safety and non-safety equipment is discussed.

I
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The fact that there were no unfavorable interactions of non-
safety grade equipment which degrrded the performance of safety

systems during the TMI-2 accident is presented. It is also

demonstrated that operation of the pressurizer heaters and

associated controls are not important to safety.

I
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INTRODUCTION

This testimony, by Mr. Robert W. Keaten, GPU Manager of

Systems Engineering, Mr. George R. Braulke, GPU Senior

Electrical Engineer, and Mr. George J. Brazill, Principal

Engineer , Babcock & Wilcox Company, is addressed to the
following contentions:

UCS CONTENTION NO. 12

The accident demonstrated that the severity
of the environment in which equipment important
to safety must operate was underestimated and
that equipment previously deemed to be envi-
ronmentally qualified failed. One example wasthe pressurizer level instruments. The envi-ronmental qualification of safety-related
equipment at TMI is deficient in three respects: ,

t1) the parameters of the relevant accident
environment have not been identified; 2) thelength of time the equipment must operate in the
environment has been underestimated; and 3) themethods used to qualify the equipment are not
adequate to give reasonable assurance that the
equipment will remain operable. TMI-1 shouldnot be permitted to resume operation until all
safety-related equipment has been demonstrated
to be qualified tc operate as required by GDC 4.
The critaria for determining qualification
should be those set forth in Regulatory Guide
1.89 or equivalent.

The Board limited this contention to " equipment important

to safety in the containment building and auxiliary building,"
and accepted it ao limited (See Board First Special Prehearing
Conference Order, dated December 18, 1979, at 21). UCS I

subsequently withdrew its sponsorship of UCS Contention No. 12,

which has now been adopted as a Board Questi'n (See Board



___ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _

Memorandum and Order of Prehearing Conference of August 12-13,

1980, dated August 20, 1980, at 6.)

UCS CONTENTION NO. 14

The accident demonstrated tha t there are
'. systems and components presently classified as

non-safety-related which can have an adverse
effect on the integrity of the core because they
can directly or indirectly affect temperature,
pressure, flow and/or reactivity. This issue isdiscussed at length in Section 3.2, " System Design
Requirements," of NUREG-0578, the TMI-2 Lessons
Learned Task Force Report (Short Term). The
following quote from page 18 of the report
describes the problem:

"There is another perspective on this
question provided by the TMI-2 accident. At
TMI-2, operational problems with the condensate
purification system led to a loss of feedwater and
initiated the sequence of events that eventuallyresulted in damage to the core. Several nonsafety
systems were used at various times in the mitiga- I

tion of the accident in ways not considered in the i
!safety analysis; for example, long-term
|maintenance of core flow and cooling with the

steam generators and the reactor coolant pumps.
The present classification system does not
adequately recognize either of these kinds of
effects that nonsafety systems can have on the
safety of the plant. Thus , requirements for
nonsafety systems may be needed to reduce the
frequency of occurrence of events that initiate or
adversely affect transients and accidents, and
other requirements may be needed to improve the
current capability for use of nonsafety systems
during transient or accident situations. In itswork in this area, the Task Force will include a
more realistic assessment of the interactionbetween operators and systems." 1

The Staff proposes to study the problem further.
This is not a sufficient answer.- All systems and
components which can either cause or aggravate an
accident or can be called upon to mitigate an

4
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accident must be identified and classified as
components important to safety and required to
meet all safety-grade design criteria.

The Board limited this contention to the " core cooling

system," and accepted it as limited (See Board First Special

Prehearing Conference Order, dated December 18, 1979, at 23.)

UCS CONTENTION NO. 3

The Staff recognizes that pressurizer heaters
and associated controls are necessary to maintain
natural circulation at hot stand-by conditions.
Therefore, this equipment should be classified as
" components important to safety" and required to
meet all applicable safety-grade design criteria,
including but not limited to diversity (GDC 22),
seismic and environmental qualification (GDC 2 and
4), automatic initiation (GDC 20), separation and
independence (GDC 3 and 22), quality assurance
(GLC 1), adequate, reliable on-site power supplies
(GDC 17) and the single failure criterion. Thestaff's proposal to connect these heaters to the
present on-site emergency power supplies does not
provide an equivalent or acceptable level of
protection.

RESPONSE TO UCS CONTENTION NO. 12

BY WITNESS BRAULKE:

The contention implies that safety related electrical

equipment failed to perform its safety functions at TMI-2 due
|

to the environment inside containment created by the accident
of March 28, 1979. This implication is not correct. It also
implies that the environment exceeded the environment expected

-3-
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for the design basis event (DBE). This is true only to :he

extent that certain safey-related electrical instrumentation

was flooded following completion of its safety function.

Further, independent of the TMI-2 accident, GPU is presently
involved in a rigorous systematic review of the environmental

qualification of safety-related electrical equipment at TMI-1.
The results of this investigation are being submitted to the
NRC for evaluation in response to their IE Bulletin 79-01B.

The culmination of these efforts will provide assurance that

TMI-1 safety-related equipment is adequately qualified for
environmental conditions.

Table 1 lists the instruments at TMI-2 that failed during
the period from March 28, 1979 through April 30, 1979. As seen

in Table 1, all instruments functioned as designed, corrc:tly
indicating the process vari.a51es, without failure during the
initial stages of the accident. No important instruments for

monitoring the plant during the stabilization, cooldown and

transition to natural circulation cooling were completely lost
for this period of time. This allowed sufficient time to !

!devise replacement methods of measurement, to install and test |

new systems, atd to plan effective alternate methods for
controlling the plant.

Table 2 lists the instruments at TMI-2 that failed d aring
the period of May 1, 1979 to August 21, 1980. Because of

existing redundancy or the availability of alternative actions, |
!

the consequences of instrument failure during this period posed

-4-



no threat to the health and safety of the public and did not

reduce the ability to protect the health and safety of the
public.

Although the exact cause of the failures cannot be

determined until the instruments have been retrieved from the
TMI-2 Containment Building and analyzed, engineering judgment

suggests that the majority of failures are due to submergence

in the reactor coolant in the containment building sump, a
condition beyond the instrument design basis. The maximum

expected flood level inside containment at TMI-l has been
;

icalculated and any important instruments located below that I

level are being relocated. GPU is a member of the TMI-2

Instrument and Electrical Equipment Survivability Planning
Group along with the Electric Power Research Instituto NRC and

the Department of Energy. This group is concerned with

understanding the effect on in-containment instrumentation and

electrical equipment of prolonged exposure to various hostile
|environments and with understanding the adequacy of quali- !

fication testing.

The TMI-2 accident environment inside containment was less
P

severe than the environment for a design basis event loss of
icoolant accident (LOCA). At TMI-2, the in-containment tempera- ;

ture was recorded at a peak of 190 *F during the accident, was

approximately 150*F for the first 14 hours, was less than 130'F

through the fourth day of the accident, and was less than 100'F
thereafter. The containment pressure reached a recorded peak

-5-
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dreing the hydrogen burn of 28 psig, was approximately 1.5 psig

for the first 14 hours, and was less than 0 psig thereaf ter.
Studies by Babcock & Wilcox and Bechtel have estimated the one-

year cumulative radiation dose to be approximately 3.6 x 106
Rads (gamma) and approximately 4.4 x 10 Rads (beta).(1,2,3)

The in-containment humidity has been 100% for extended periods.

Containment chemical spray (sodium hydroxide and boric acid)

was automatically actuated for six minutes on March 28, 1979 in

response to pressure generated by the hydrogen burn. Sump

water level has been approximately eight to nine feet (approxi-

mately the 290 foot elevation) above the containment floo r . (1 ),

From Table 3 it can be seen that the accident environment
experienced at TMI-2 was well below the levels determined for

the DBE with the exception of flooding, and, as previously
.

imentioned, appropriate measures have been applied to TMI-1 to '

avoid similar problems.

GPU has had and continues to have an interest and involve-
in the subject of environmental qualification of elec-ment

itrical equipment. GPU has been a participating member of the

EPRI/ Utility Equipment Qualification Group since the inception

of that group and continues its participation in the Babcock &
Wilcox Cwners Group Environmental cualification Subcommittee.
GPU is currently invoi in a rigorous review of the envi-

ronmental qualificatioa of TMI-l electrical safety equipment
subjected to harsh environments. This review is following the
reqJirements and guidelines of NRC IE Bulletin 79-018.

-6-
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IE Bulletin 79-01B is specifically intended to obtain

additional information needed to evaluate the adequacy of
environmental qualification of safety related electrical
equipment in operating reactors. The Bulletin requires all

operating reactor owners, including Licensee , to:
1. Provide a master list by system of all electrical

equipment exposed to a harsh environment and required to

function under postulated accident conditions.
2. Provide eviderte of environmental qualification for
each equipment item listed.

3. Provide service condition profiles (i.e., tempera-
ture, pressure, etc., as a function of time) and equipment
operating time requirements for each equipment item
listed.

4. Evalua te the qualification of the equipment items

listed against the NRC " Guidelines for Evaluating

Environmental Qualification of Class IE Electrical
Equipment in Operating Reactors" and provide a plan to
resolve any deficiencies.

5. Identify the maximum expected flood level inside

primary containment resulting from postulated accidents.

For TMI-l inside containment, the DBE environmental

parameters are approximately the same as listed for IMI-2 in
Table 3. The radiation value of 2 X 10 Rads (gamma) was

calculated by the NRC for typical PWR's with dry type

-7-
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containments and is based on the release of 100% of the noble
gases, 50% of the halogens, and 1% of the remaining solids

(developed from maximum full power operation of the core) . The

specific plant design makes this calculation applicable to
TMI-1. An analysis was also done for TMI-l to establish

radiation dose levels in areas where fluids are recirculated
from inside containment to accomplish long term core cooling
following a LOCA. In addition, instrument relocation is being
performed at TMI Unit 1 so that no important instruments would

be submerged under maximum expected flooding.

The NRC staff has been ordered by the Commissioners (4)
':u :

A. Complete its review of environmental qualification

and publish Safety Evaluation Reports by February 1, 1981.
B. Insure that safety related electrical equipment in
all operating plants is qualified to the heretofore
mentioned Guidelines or NUREG-0588 by June 30, 1982.
C. Make a technical judgment regarding continued

operation where qualification documentation is ques-
tionable.

In such cases, written justification for continued

operation must be provided to the NRC for evaluation of the
safety consequence. This justification could include discus-
sions of the safety implications of such factors as the failure
mode of the equipment, the presence of backup components or

systems, and the difference between the qualified environment
and the postulated environment.

-8-



The information required for all items of Bulletin 79-01B
is being submitted for TMI-1. These submittals do, however,

contain some equipment item information where data from

equipment suppliers has not yet been received. That data and

any required evaluations will be subsequently forwarded to the
NRC.

GPU is ontinuing its efforts to assure adequate envi-

ronmental qualification of equipment with full recognition of
current regulatory programs. Completion of this systematic

process will provide reasonable assurance that equipment used

to protect the public health and safety will be environmentally
qualified for conditions more severe than the TMI-2 accident.

_g_



TABLE 1

TMI-2 Instrument Failures From Time of Accident Through
April 30, 1979
(First 34 Days)

Day From SafetyAcc ident Instrument Failure Related Non-Safetv

7 RC-LT-1 Pressurizer level indication X

22 RC-LT-2 Pressurizer level indication X

28 NI-2 Source range nuclear instrument X
indication *

30 SP-1A-LTl Steam Generator A wide range X
level indication

31 RC-1-LT3 Pressurizer level indication X

Notr: No important instruments for monitoring the plant
during the stabilization, cooldown, and transition
to natural circulation were completely lost duringthis period , allowing suf f' ient time to devise re-
placement methods of measu. nent, to insta.11 and test
new systems, and to plan ti. ? use of effect: ve alternate
methods of controlling the lant.

*
NI-l Source Range, a redundant instr umen t , remains functional

to date.
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TABLE 2

i

TMI-2 Instrument Failures From May 1, 1979 to August 21, 1980

Safety Non-
Instrument Failure Related Safety Function

AH-HI-5032, 5090 Reactor X Indication
Building Humidity
Indication

CF-LT-4 Core Flood Tank X IndicationLevel Indication

HP-R-209, 210, 214 Reactor X IndicationBuilding Atmosphere
Radiation Monitor ,

'

IC-R-1091, 1092 Letdown Cooler X Indication iRadiation Monitor '

Incore Thermocouples (4 of 52) X Indication
- Incore Temperature
Indication

Incore SPND's Incore X IndicationNeutron Detectors

NI-4 Intermediate Range X IndicationNuclear Instrument

*RC-3A-PT1, 2 Narrow X Input to RPS
Range Reactor Coolant
System Fressure-Loop A

RC-3 A -PT 3, 4 Wide Range X Input to ESFASReactor Coolant System
Pressure-Loop A

RC-3A-PTS Low Range Reactor X IndicationCoolant System Pressure-
Loop A

*RC-3B-PT1, 2 Narrow Range X Input to RPS
Reactor Coolant System
Pressure-Loop B

| -11-
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RC-3B-PT3 Wide Range X Input to ESFAS
Reactor Coolant System
Pressure-Loop B

RC -14 A-DPT1, 2, 3, 4 X Input to RPS
Reactor Coolant System
Flow-Loop A

RC-14B-DPT1, 2, 3, 4 X Input to RPS
Reactor Coolant System
Flow-Loop B

RC-22 PT1, 2, 3, 4, 5, X Indication
6, 7, 8 Reactor
Coolant Pump Seals
Pressure Indication

S P-1 A-LT 2, 3, 4, 5 Steam X IndicationGenerator A Level
Indication

S P-1B-LT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 X Indication
Steam Generator B Level
Indication

*The true status of these transmitters is unknown sincethe RCS pressure is well below their range of 1700-2500 psig.However, the physical location of these transmitters
indicates that they are submerged.

-12-
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TABLE 3

TMI-2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS INSIDE CONTAINMENT

TMI-2 DBE TMI-2 March 28, 1979
Parameter Environment Accident Environment

j

Temperature 286*F peak 190*F peak
Pressure 56.2 psig peak 28 psig peak

Rad ia tio". 2x107 Rads (gamma) 3.6x106 Rads (gamma)*
Humidity 100% 100%

Chemical sprays Yes (=24 hours) Yes (=6 minutes)

|

,

|

*One year approximate total cumulative dose

-13-



RESFONSE TO OCS CONTENTION NO. 14

BY WITNESS KEATEN:

The contention quoted above does not correctly categorize

the role of non-safety systems in the TMI-2 accident, nor does

it properly consider the adequacy of the existing design
approach for safety systems at TMI-1.

The general design approach to assure the safety of the
I
1

public is to provide multiple levels of control or protection
features for expected operational events, expected transient l

conditions, or severe equipment failures or natural phenomena.
The equipment used to provide the greatest assurances of

protection for the most severe plant accidents, or to assure

safe shutdown despite severe natural phenomena, is designed and
!

constructed to the highest standards. Systems designed to less I

stringent but still rigorous standards are used to control less
severe transients and normal operations. The acceptability of

the less stringent standard lies in the reduced consequence if 1

these systems fail during a transient or normal operation, and

the fact that the resulting event is less severe than (i.e.,
bounded by) the design bases events for the systems relied upon l

to protect the public . In the event tha t these normal control
systems fail to perform their function, they are backed up by i

fully safety-grade equipment capable of mitigating the result-
ing event.

-14-



The TMI-2 accident did not demonstrate that the ' inherent
design capabilities of safety systems were inadequate to

protect against failures in non-safety systems. There were no

failures of safety-grade equipment to perform their intended

safety functions, nor vere there unacceptable interactions of

non-safety grade equipment with rafety systems. Inadequate

core cooling occurred because the operator had been trained to

focus on the wrong set of parameters, and was thus led to

reduce high pressure injection flow prematurely. Had full HPI

flow been maintained until a subcooling margin was re-estab-

lished, as is now clearly required by operating procedures and
training programs, core damage would not have occurred.

The discussion of lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident
in NUREG-0578 in the area of system design (Section 3.2, at 17)

does not identify deficiencies in safety system design. The

section recognizes that " . . .Non safety systems were assumed to

be nonfunctional for mitigation of accidents. . ." except that

non-safety control systems were evaluated to ensure that they

did not reduce significantly the capability of safety systems.
The TMI-2 accident in fact provided additional insight into the
positive results that can be obtained if non-safety systems are
available and utilized.

In conclusion, the TMI-2 accident did not demonstrate that
non-eafety systems require upgrading. The TMI-2 accident did

highlight the need to upgrade the operators' understanding of
safety system functions and energency procedures. Those

-15-



improvements have been discussed in Licensee's testimony on
j Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling.

RESPONSE TO UCS CONTENTION NO. 3
,

:
l

BY WITNESS BRAZILL:

UCS Contention 3 states that the prersurizer heaters and

associated controls are necessary to maintain natural circula-

tion and, therefore, should be classified as important to I

safety and meet applicable safety-grade design criteria.

Contrary to this contention, the pressurizer heaters are not
necessary for natural circulation. In addition, while t <t

preferred mode for certain situations, natural circulation is |

not essential for assuring adequate core cooling. Accordingly,

the pressurizer heaters need not be safety-grade except to the
.

!extent that they form a part of the reactor coolant pressure |

boundary.
i

Licensee's testimony in response to UCS Contentions 1 and

2 discusses methods available for core cooling. As demonst-
rated in that testimony, natural circulation cooling, while the
normal mode of cooling if forced circulation flow is not
available, is not essential. Core cooling can be accomplished

by the feed and bleed mode utilizing only safety-grade systems
and components - i.e., the borated water storage tank, the High
Pressure Injection System, the pressurizer safety valves, the

i
containment and the Low Pressure Injection System.

-16-
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Natural circulation coc'.ing, in turn, can be accomplished
by maintaining Reactor Coolant System pressure with one of
three methods: the normal mode utilizing the pressurizer

heaters; solid water operation with the Makeup and Letdown

System; or solid water operation with the High Pressure
Injection System. This latter method is functionally the same

|

as feed and bleed operation, except that the equipment may be

operated for pressure control rather than for core cooling per
se. I

|

Therefore, operation of the pressurizer heaters and

associated controls is not essential to safety. Portions of

the heaters do form a part of the reactor coolant pressure
|

boundary, however, and thus conform to associated safety-grade

requirements, including applicable requirements of General
Design Criterion (GDC) i and GDC 2 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part
50. The remaining GDC's listed in the contention are not
applicable.

BY WITNESS BRAULKE:

Since use of the pressurizer heaters is the normal method

of pressure control, Licensee is making modifications which

permit certain heaters to be powered by the on-site emergency
power supplies. The basis for and a description of the

modifications are given in section 2.1.1.3.1 of the Restart

Report, and are also described in Licensee's testimony on

Connection of Pressurizer Eaatars to Diesel in response to UCS
Contention 4.

|

-17-
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BY WITNESS BRAZILL:

In summary, operation of the pressurizer heaters and

associated controls is not essential to maintaining natural !

circulation nor is natural circulation required to assure
adequate core cooling. The heaters are safety-grade to the

extent that they form a portion of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary and conform to applicable requirements.
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Negotiations Engineer, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation,1969 to 1973.
Provided technical information and product
proposals on protective relays and relay
systems.
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Professional
Affiliations: EPRI/ Utility Equipment Qualification

Group.

Babcock in Wilcox Owners' Group Environ-
mental Qualification Subcommittee.

Combustion Engineering Owners' Group
Environmental Qualification Subcommittee.
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GEORGE J. BRAZILL

Business Address: Babcock & Wilcox Company
Nuclear Power Generation Division
P. O. Box 1260
Lynchburg , Virginia 24505

Education: B.S., Engineering Physics, Montana State
College, 1960.
Certificate, Nuclear Engineering, Oak
Ridge School of Reactor Technology (ORSORT),
1961.

Experience: Principal Engineer, Babcock & Wilcox
Nuclear Power Generation Division, March,
1980 to present. Responsible for assisting
the Manager of Systems Engineering by
providing technical consultation and
advice.

P' .ndard Plant Integrator, Babcock & Wilcox
company, Nuclear Power Generation Division,
1974 to March, 1980. Responsible for
technical coordination and review of the
B&W standard NSS and associated standard
Safety Analysis Report (B-SAR-205).

Project Manager, Babcock & Wilcox Company,
Nuclear Power Generation Division, 1972 to
1974. Responsible for administration of
the NSS contracts for the Washington Public
Power Supply System, Units 1 and 4.

Associate Project Manager, Babcock & Wilcox
Company, Nuclear Power Generation Division,
1970 to 1972. Responsible for assisting
the Project Manager in administration of
the NSS contract for Arkansas Nuclear One,
Unit 1 project.

Project Engineer , Babcock & Wilcox Company,
Nuclear Power Generation,Dkvi' tion 1968 to
1970. Responsible for'leview and coordi-
nation of NSS engi,neering for the Arkansac
Nucle'aT~Cc.c7, Unit 1 proj ect.
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Reactor Engineer (Nuclear Plant Engineer),
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Idaho
Operations Office, 1962 to 1968.
Responsibilities included technical review
and coordination of various design,
construction, and startup activities
associated with the Advanced Test Reactor
and Loss of Fluid Test Reactor.

I

Engineer-In-Training, U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission, Idaho Operations Office,1960
to 1962. Training included National

!

Reactor Testing Station orientation,
ORSORT, and on-the-job training in fluid -

system design at Ebasco Services, Inc., New
York City.
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